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rolls, 36 to 54 inches in diameter, with faces 15 to 28 inches wide, are HOAX-US ed.
Richards points out1 that ore may be crushed by rolls in two ways, according to the rate of feed, speed, of rolls, etc. If the speed is high and the feed light, each particle of ore is crushed separately between the rolls. In this case, which he calls ut free " crushing, there will be a maximum, of coarse and a minimum of fine material produced. In " choke " crushing, the ore is fed in a thick stream between the rolls, so that the particles crush each other and a maximum of fine material is produced. Part of the power will be used in compressing the loosely-packed stream. According to .Richards, free crushing is the more advantageous course, provided that a, very line product is not required.
The prevailing opinion seems to be that rolls are not economical line crushers. A certain percentage of the material passing through rolls is crushed very fine, and if the whole product is to be line, the remainder is sieved out and returned to the rolls. A further quantity, smaller than before, will he sufficiently reduced by the second passage through the rolls. According to Fischer Wilkinson,2 if fresh coarse ore, equal in quantity to the separated fines, is added to the intermediate product, it is probable that the output will remain constant, and that the power required will be loss than in the stamp battery.
Rolls are not generally used to crush liner than about 20 mesh, but Kdison proposes to crush to 200 mesh, using choke crushing and corrugated rolls.:f Corrugated rolls were formerly tried at Mount Morgan and elsewhere, but were abandoned as being of little value, wearing unevenly, and soon getting out of order. Kdison's process appears to necessitate a reduction of comparatively coarse material to excessively line, particles in a single pair of rolls. In general, however, it. is considered Miatgradual reduction in successive pairs of rolls is more economical, the, product of one pair of rolls [Kissing to another set slightly closer together. An application of this principle is given in the following description '' of the .Mount. Morgan plant, Queensland, formerly in use :
At Mount Morgan the ore was soft and friable (the "MJossun <-up"), with about JO per cent, of hard boulders of quart/. It was broken in Krom jaw-breakers (hinge at bottom) to J inch gauge, dried, and (hen passed, successively through four pairs of belted rolls, all running at I 12 revolutions per minute. The distances between the faces were jj inch, fj. inch, ^ inch, and0 respectively, the, (irst two rolls being 2(> inches in diameter and .15 inches wide, and the last, two .W inches in diameter and Ki inches wide. Revolving hexagonal screens or trommels were used after each pair of rolls, the brass screens having 20 holes to the linear inch. The first, trommel was protected inside by a steel screen with 1(5 holes to the square inch. The coarse product-was in each ca.se sent- to the next, pair of rolls. The roll tires were of cast, steel, 3 inches thick, and required turning up again in from one to three months. They lasted twelve months, and were, discarded when worn down to 1 to 1 inch, thick. The wear was 0-.10S lb. of steel per ton of ore crushed. The power required was 0-H 1.11. P. per ton crushed in 2-1 hours. The capacity was 621 tons per day for each set of eight, rolls, and the. total cost, exclusive
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